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A B S T R A C T

In order to develop a new alternative magnetic diverted (AMD) discharge on EAST, it is necessary to define a
series of target configuration parameters on plasma control system (PCS), especially this new configuration
requires a strong effort on the poloidal field (PF) coil currents. By combining the static equilibrium configuration
optimization and flux consuming estimation for PF coils current, multiple basic scenarios with exactly the same
target configuration were designed for different stages on plasma current flat-top phase. The high PF coil cur-
rents requirement was optimized by the specific equilibrium design procedure to keep them away from the
limitation. In this paper, we present the fast scenario design details, together with the experiments results.

1. Introduction

Heat and particle loads on the plasma facing components are one of
the most serious challenging to be solved for the future tokamak fusion
reactor [1,2]. One approach to handle the heat exhaust is to use al-
ternative magnetic configurations, such as the snowflake divertor [3]
and (super-)X-divertor [4,5]. The X-divertor places the second x-point
near the plate, causing flared field lines there, which spreads the heat
over a large area and increases the line connection length.

As shown in Fig. 1, EAST is constructed to be up-down symmetric,
with the following main parameters [6]: major radius =R 1.8 m, minor
radius =a 0.45 m, toroidal field BT up to 3.5 T, and plasma current Ip up
to 1MA for highly elongated plasmas with an elongation =κ 1.9. It can
be operated in quite flexible plasma shapes with an elongation factor

= ∼κ 1.5 2.0 and triangularity = ∼δ 0.3 0.6 for double null or single
null diverted configurations. EAST equipped with 14 superconducting
PF coils for ohmic heating, ohmic current drive, plasma shaping and
position control located outside the toroidal field coils [7]. It should be
noted that PF7 and PF9 are permanent connected in series, so are PF8
and PF10. For the fast control of the vertical motion of the elongated
plasma, a pair of inside coils (IC1 & IC2) in normal state are connected
in anti-series and driven by a fast power supply. Exact snowflake for
EAST is only possible at very low plasma current due to poloidal coil
system limitation. However, an alternative magnetic diverted config-
uration [8], characterized by two first-order X points where one is lo-
cated in the primary separatrix and the other is outside the vacuum
vessel, can be optimized to satisfy EAST constraints. In order to build
these AMD discharges on EAST, a fast scenario design method based on

F2EQ [9] code has been developed, the following parts will present the
design method and the experiment validation results.

2. Fast scenario design

In order to achieve this AMD configuration, the desired plasma
position and shape should be carefully designed to satisfy the EAST
tokamak constraints and controlled by the plasma control system. In
this fast scenario design method, two prerequisites are defined. First,
the target AMD configuration will be optimized for plasma current on
flat-top phase. Second, the target plasma shape in all scenarios will be
exactly the same, which means the shaping currents component in PF
coils will be same in all these scenarios. Since we only focus on the
plasma current flat-top phase, the scenarios for plasma breakdown and
ramp-up will be inherited from the routine EAST plasma discharges.

For the new AMD configuration, PCS needs a set of plasma para-
meters to describe its evolution, such as the plasma current Ip, plasma
current center coordinates R Z( , )p p , elongation κ, triangularity δ, in-
ternal inductance ιi, poloidal beta βp and the PF coil currents. A gen-
erally accpeted method for calculating these parameters is to find the
PF coil currents according to the given ohmic flux consuming at the
variantions of these parameters and plasma shape. Since all the de-
signed scenarios will have same plasma current level and plasma shape,
most of these parameters will be optimized for one given target con-
figuration except the PF coil currents. Currents induced in passive
structures are neglected, which is reasonable for the unchanged plasma
current at flat-top phase.

The ideal design way usually has two steps. First, target plasma
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equilibrium configurations in different stages are designed and opti-
mized by equilibrium code to get the desired Ip, Rp, Zp, κ, ιi, βp and
plasma boundary coordinates. Then, running discharge simulation
code, like TSC [10] or DINA [11], to confirm the equilibrium design
results and provide the request PF coil current to PCS. The only problem
is the discharge simulation running is a time-consuming process, which
is not fast enough to deploy a new configuration discharge. Besides, the
equilibrium design of AMD configuration needs to apply more con-
straints on usual equilibrium code to satisfy the strong requirements on
the PF coil currents. In order to obtain the desired AMD configuration
with two first-order X points, new constraints for the X points was
added as shown in following equation.
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Two options are provided in F2EQ code, one is setting the gradient
of flux and poloidal field to zero with weak weight factor at primary X
point only as shown in Eqs. (1) and (2). The second one is setting the
gradient of flux to zero at both primary X point and inactive X point. In
the equilibrium optimization, the desired plasma boundary coordinates
and the position of the X points should be provided as input as shown in
Fig. 2. The relation between the PF coils and these target points is de-
scribed in Eq. (3).
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Here, Wp, WxB and WPF are diagonal matrix of the weight factor for the
flux on plasma boundary points, poloidal field on X points and the coils
current, wx0 is the weight factor for the flux on primary X point. Since
the inactive X point may not located in the same flux contour as the
primary one, it is no need to set its flux value here. Mpc, mx c0 and Gxc are
the green function between PF coils and these target points. IPF is the

coil current vector to be solved in this equilibrium. ψbdry

PF¯
and ψx

¯

0 are the

flux on boundary points and primary X point produced by PF coils. Bx
are the poloidal field on X points by PF coils current. IPF

con are the applied
PF coils current limitation constraints. Since there is plasma contribu-
tion too, the plasma current should satisfy the Grad-Shafranov equa-
tion.
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The plasma current Ip is an input value to define the plasma flat-top
level. And the toroidal current density will be represented as [12]
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where = − −ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ( )/( )N a b a is the so-called normalized flux, ψb and
ψa being the flux values at the plasma boundary and at the magnetic
axis, respectively, Rc the horizontal coordinate of a characteristic point
inside the vacuum vessel, usually as major radius, and β0, n and m
parameters will be setted as input which are related to βp, ιi and Ip, J0 is
an automatic regulating factor related to Ip. The total poloidal flux is

Fig. 1. 2D EAST geometry schematic view, mainly indicating the PF coils and
IC coils, the vaccum vessel and first way. The plasma configurations in DN, LSN
and USN shown within the device is represented by their last closed flux surface
(LCFS).

Fig. 2. The desired AMD configuration represented by a contour of LCFS. The
target plasma boundary points, primary X point and the inactive X point are
shown too.
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= +ψ ψ ψp c with ψp produced by the plasma current and ψc by the
currents in the external PF coils. The equilibrium results will be solved
by Picard iterations until the latest two successive flux errors, indicated
by the largest change in the calculated grid points, are small enough
(ε=10−7).
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In these iterations, the PF coil currents were optimized by least-
square solutions. And the plasma boundary was adjusted to fit the given

Fig. 3. AMD scenario design results and experiment confirmation. (a) The comparison of the PF coils current waveforms between the real experiment one (Blue) and
the designed one; (b) The comparison of the AMD configuration for the target one and the EFIT reconstructed results at 2.5 s and 4.5 s.
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target plasma configuration.
After having the optimized plasma equilibrium with desired AMD

configuration, the relevant flux level of this equilibrium and its PF coil
currents are obtained. Considering all the PF coils will provide ohmic
heating, ohmic current drive and plasma shaping together, the PF coils
current can be divided into two components, which are shaping and
ohmic part, described as

= +I I IPF PF
shaping

PF
ohmic (7)

Since the plasma current and target plasma configuration will not
change in all the design scenarios, then the shaping coil current com-
ponent will keep same. Once we have one of the target plasma equili-
brium, the PF coils current, in another scenarios, can be obtained by the
given ohmic flux consuming, calculated as
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Here, IPF0 and IPF1 are the PF coils current at different flux level, cor-
responding to different scenarios. δψ is the flux variation in two dif-
ferent scenarios, and IPF

ohmic0 is the PF coils current vector corresponding
to the normalized ohmic flux distribution. In this new AMD config-
uration scenarios design, the flux variation in different scenarios was
estimated based on the measurement on the flux loops in the routine
plasma discharge with same plasma flat-top current. Then all the de-
sired parameters in multiple scenarios needed by PCS system can be
provided by this fast scenario design.

In comparison to run the full discharge simulation code, like TSC,
the new proposed fast way only needs to design a static equilibrium and
then calculate new coils current with given flux levels, the whole pro-
cess only takes 10–30 seconds, which depends how many iterations in
the static equilibrium calculation before reaching a converged result.

3. Experiment confirmation

In the dedicated experiments, the plasma current was purposely
chosen to no more than 250kA for device safety. Then the optimized
maximum PF coils current can be less than 12.5kA/turn on PF6. In this
case, the designed plasma current will reach the flat-top at 1.1 s, and
the scenarios for plasma breakdown and ramp-down are inherited from
the routine discharge. In order to avoid the voltage limit on coils, it
needs long transient before reaching the desired AMD configuration.
Then, two AMD scenarios were designed for time slices at 2.5 s and
6.7 s, which leaves 1.4 s for transition to the first desired AMD scenario.
The configuration was achieved at 2.5 s with RZIP control till 2.7 s, then
switch to ISOFLUX control for more accurate plasma boundary control
[13]. Except as the target plasma current centroid, plasma current itself
and the feedforward coil currents needed for RZIP control, the ISOFLUX
control needs to load the designed plasma shape for LCFS control points
calculation (shown in Fig. 2). As shown in Fig. 3(a), The waves in red
are designed values, and the waves in blue are the real experiment
results. The scenario at 0.2 s for RZIP control is inherited from the
routine discharge data without modification. All the intermediating
scenarios between these three time slices are obtained by linear inter-
polation by PCS system. In Fig. 3(b) the target plasma configuration and
recontructed plasma separatrix at 2.5 s and 4.5 s by EFIT are shown
together. The results show a few differences between the designed one
and the real discharge experiment one. It is reasonable, since there was
feedback part to control the request parameters, like R Z( , )c c , Ip, X-
points, etc to fit the deigned value by both RZIP and ISOFLUX control
algorithm. And the ISOFLUX control can provide stable boundary
control to achieve the desired AMD configuration at 4.5 s, then sus-
tained the plasma to ramp-down. In this way, more repeatable

discharges in L-mode and H-mode were carried out on EAST [14].

4. Summary

In this paper, a new fast scenario design method for EAST AMD
configuration discharge was presented. Code was improved to achieve
the AMD configuration, and dedicated experiments confirmed the de-
signed results. Combining the static plasma equilibrium optimization
and the flux consuming estimation for PF coils current, this fast scenario
design method provides different way for AMD configuration dis-
charges without using time consuming plasma discharge simulation.
Based on these design results, stable and repeatable AMD discharges are
achieved. New diverted configuration discharge scenarios are built for
more EAST physics experiments.
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